Please fill out this petition if you are trying to do any of the following:

- **Add** yourself as a rider to a CCE shuttle *after* the fifth week of the semester
- **Move** yourself to a different CCE shuttle *after* the fifth week of the semester
- **Reinstate** yourself on a shuttle at any time in the semester after being barred from riding for **lateness or absence**

Turn your completed petition in to Debbie Collins in the Bonner Scholars Office (on the first floor of the Wilton Center, opposite the Office of the Chaiplancy). Please allow up to two full work days for a petition decision. You will be notified by email.

**Your Name:** _____________________________________________

**Your email:** _____________________________________________

**Your cell phone #:** _______________________________________

**CCE program(s) you are affiliated with (circle as many as apply):**
Bonner Scholars, Build It, Richmond Families Initiative, College Mentoring Program, Community-Based Learning

**I am petitioning because:** *(check one; please complete one petition per request)*

- [ ] I want to be added to a CCE shuttle and it is *after* the **fifth** week of the semester.
- [ ] I want to be moved to a different CCE shuttle and it is *after* the **fifth** week of the semester.
- [ ] I want to be reinstated on the shuttle; I was barred for **lateness**.
- [ ] I want to be reinstated on the shuttle; I was barred for **absences**.

*Using the space below (and the back of this page if necessary), please explain your reason for submitting this petition.*

Thank you for completing the CCE Shuttle Petition. Please allow up to two complete work days for a response.